If you're new to jazz guitar, you are probably eager to learn some songs. This book provides ... Around Much Anymore * Fly Me to the Moon (In Other Words) * The Girl from Ipanema (Garota De Ipanema) * I Got Rhythm * Be in My Heart * Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah and many more.

Pirate * How Do You Know? * I See the Light * Immortals * King of New York * Lava * Let It Go * The Parent Trap * Part of ... When You Wish Upon a Star * A Whole New World * Winnie the Pooh * Written in the Stars * You Are the Music in Me * You'll

The fourth edition features even more Disney favorites, including hits from their most recent movie and television shows: * A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes * For the First Time in Forever * Go the Distance * Happy Working Song * He's a Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious * Under the Sea * A Whole New World * Winnie the Pooh * You'll Be in My Heart * You've Got a Friend in Me * Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah * and more.

A fantastic collection of more than 70 classic and contemporary Disney favorites arranged for easy guitar, making this book a great place to start learning to play a very popular and very fun genre of music: solo guitar. This collection includes: * Beauty and the Beast (Belle's Theme) * Some Day My Prince Will Come * When You Wish upon a Star * A Whole New World * You'll Be in My Heart * and more.
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Entertainment News

The Best Albums of 2021 (So Far)

Sick burn. Skip to: 'Happier' – The tug of war after a break-up is writ large in this bitterly sad song where Rodrigo implores: 'So find someone great, but don't find no one better / Shabaka Hutchings ... Strong debut for new musical and life partners

When a brilliant antipodean jazz musician ... For a song about a devastating break-up, Worst Day of My Life rides a buoyant vibe, with a jaunty feel to the looping guitar and synth-pop beat.

H.E.R. on shedding her anonymity and conquering R&B

Happier Than Ever review: Billie Eilish grows up, slows down on her intimate sophomore album

"Rodriguez for a Night" finds jazz-bo Crosby in the Steely Dan-ish territory of Fender Rhodes, silver polished brass and bluesy guitar runs. Donald Fagen co-wrote the noir-lion-in-winter ...

15 questions for... Orbital's Paul Hartnoll and Murray Lachlan Young: “Sometimes nothing but a 303 will do”

Tell us how you got into music production in the first place ... It was just brilliant. "I got into playing guitar first, but always had an interest in electronics along the way. I remember messing ...

Donna Davis: espite pandemic, David Dixon is still in “The Game”

Donna Davis works for Pitt County government, supporting technology. She has called eastern North Carolina home nearly all her life. She enjoys jamming with local musicians, running and writing. Conta ... Learn Beautiful Chord Shapes | Open Voicings

6 Essential Jazz Chord Progressions

You Want To Know